
 

  



Play test of Conquerors and Kings 
Version 2. 

Out  at start of 2023(?). 

 

5 foot by 2.5 foot table. 

6 zones width and 5 zones depth. 

 

This game features soke Normans versus some Vikings.  

The pre -game determined that the Vikings were the attackers. 

 

  



 

Picture 1 
This is turn 2. 

Viking units are in orange loops. 

The main Viking strength is in the right two loops. 

The Viking centre has pushed forward with a general (with yellow name flash). 

 

Norman units in purple loops. 

On the right of this picture are a whole gang of high quality Norman veteran cavalry. 

The small chits are “battle tactics” allowed to the army. Different armies are allowed 

different tactics.  The Viking army here has “brace shields” which allows a  zone to not 

budge if beaten in a fight. Also “Die hard” to give a better save in a fight. Lastly, they have 

tactic to reduce follow up losses when beaten. Each battle tactic chit is used once then lost. 

 

The Viking army has drawn in its right flank so as to defend against a punch from the 

Norman cavalry. 



Norman centre has spear and   cross bow units. 

 

Picture 2 
The Norman purple loops. The Normans have armoured spearmen in the centre. They are 

trying to slow the Viking advance in time for the Norman cavalry hammer to strike. 

In the fireground some Viking lighter troop sprint for a distant flanking wood. 

 



 

Picture 3 
Vikings in the orange loops. 

Huge bunches of Vikings on the right trying to shield the Viking centre and left from the 

Norman cavalry. 

On the right some token gestures by Viking lighter troops. 

 

  



 

 

Picture 4 
View from Norman lines. 

Norman general on a round base in the foreground. 

 

 

 

 



 

Picture 5 
Normans catch the Viking lead units in a nut cracker. 

The Vikings rebuff the frontal attack but fail to hold out against the flank attack. 

 

 



 

Picture 6 
Norman cavalry decide to wipe out the Viking right flank.  They do it easily. 

 

 



 

Picture 7 
Bit of a push and shove with Norman units flanking the Vikings in the valley. 

Note Norman general (with his herald) stuck whilst moving from one command to another 

 

 

 

 
Picture 8 

The Viking dead pile mounts. 



 

 

 

Picture 9 
Most amusing. The Normans charging down from the hill failed to rout the Viking spears and 

skirmishers (3 units) at the foot of the hill.  

 

The victory criteria include various aspects. 

The Vikings do quite well on “zones held”. The Normans did very well on  “bases killed”. 

Small win to the Normans. 

 

 

 

End 


